Correlation-based Frequency Warping for Voice Conversion
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Abstract
Frequency warping (FW) based voice conversion aims to modify the frequency axis of source spectra towards that of the target. In previous works, the optimal warping function was calculated by minimizing the spectral distance of converted and
target spectra without considering the spectral shape. Nevertheless, speaker timbre and identity greatly depend on vocal
tract peaks and valleys of spectrum. In this paper, we propose a
method to define the warping function by maximizing the correlation between the converted and target spectra. Different from
the conventional warping methods, the correlation-based optimization is not determined by the magnitude of the spectra.
Instead, both spectral peaks and valleys are considered in the
optimization process, which also improves the performance of
amplitude scaling. Experiments were conducted on VOICES
database, and the results show that after amplitude scaling our
proposed method reduced the mel-spectral distortion from 5.85
dB to 5.60 dB. The subjective listening tests also confirmed the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
Index Terms: Speech synthesis, Voice conversion, Frequency
warping, Correlation

1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) seeks to convert one speaker’s speech
(source) to sound like a target speaker’s speech without changing the language content. A voice conversion system contains
training phase and conversion phase. During training phase, a
conversion function is estimated from parallel source and target
feature vector sequences. In conversion phase, the conversion
function is applied on features extracted from new input speech
of source speaker, then the modified features are used to reconstruct the converted speech. As the spectral envelope plays a
key role in both capturing speaker’s timbre and determining the
identity of speaker, the conversion function is also learned from
this feature.
A number of statistical and frequency warping methods
have been proposed to implement a robust conversion function. In the statistical parametric framework, the joint density
Gaussian mixture model (JD-GMM) [1, 2], partial least squares
regression [3], artificial neural network [4], and kernel partial
least squares regression [5] method aims to implement linear
and nonlinear conversion functions to map the source spectral
features into the target space. The statistical parametric meth1 This research is supported in part by Interactive and Digital Media Programme Office (IDMPO), National Research Foundation (NRF)
hosted at Media Development Authority (MDA) of Singapore (Grant
No.: MDA/IDM/2012/8/8-2 VOL 01).

ods try to minimize the mean square error or maximize the joint
probability between the source and target spectral features. This
objective will cause the parametric model to capture the average property of the speech signals and lead to over-smoothing
of converted speech [3, 6].
Alternative to statistical approaches, frequency warping
(FW) approach aims to shift the source spectra frequency axes
to match spectral shapes of the target. Since the frequency
warping method does not remove the spectral details, it generally yields more natural converted speech as compared to
the statistical parametric approaches. Generally, the frequency
warping methods can be grouped into two categories. The
first type of method, such as vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) [7, 8, 9] and bilinear frequency warping (BLFW)
[10, 11], uses limited number of parameters to define the warping function. As these methods use a single warping factor
to control the spectral shape, voice conversion systems benefit from the flexibility of those approaches. However, the dynamics in spectral shapes cannot be well modelled by those
methods and a degraded conversion performance is generally
observed [9].
The second type of FW method defines the warping function by a sequence of aligned frequency axis pairs. Dynamic
frequency warping (DFW) technique was proposed in [12, 13,
14] to minimize the spectral distance between the source and
target spectra. This method operates on the high-dimensional
spectral feature directly and is able to achieve low spectral distortion. However, the conversion quality is moderate because
the slopes of spectra are not considered. In [15, 16, 14], lowdimensional spectral features representing the formant positions, were used to train the FW functions. A combination of
statistical method and FW method was proposed in [17]. Because the functions are trained by the corresponding formants,
its performance depends on the accuracy of formant estimation.
In general, the methods of previous studies ignore the physical property constraint of the spectra, and only consider the
spectral peak information. Inspired by the works of correlation
optimized warping in [18, 19], we propose a correlation-based
frequency warping method. Other than minimizing the spectral
distance between the converted and target spectra, our proposed
method maximizes the correlation of the spectra pairs. There
are several advantages of the correlation-based frequency warping. First, with the criterion of maximizing correlation, the frequency warping function allocates not only the formants, but
also the overall spectral shape, including spectral valleys and
tilts. Second, although formant information is still needed in
our method, by cutting the spectral envelope into several seg-
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Figure 1: An example of
piecewise linear FW function. The source and target spectral frequency axis
were split into several segments. A linear warping
function was determined by
frequency pairs of source
and target for each segment.

ments and introducing a varying window to relax the boundaries of each segment, the FW function will be more robust.
The last but not least, our frequency warping function could obtain a higher correlation to the target, and the amplitude scaling
(AS) technique [16] could works more efficiently.

2. Conventional frequency warping
methods
The goal of frequency warping based voice conversion is using
FW function, W (f ), to transform the frequency axis of source
spectrum towards that of target. Here f denotes frequency.
In training phase, the W (f ) is learned from parallel frames
of source and target. In conversion phase, this warping function will be employed on the spectrum of the input frame,
S(f ), and the converted results can be expressed as: S ∗ (f ) =
S(W −1 (f )).
The piecewise linear based warping is widely used in previous works. Figure 1 shows the frequency warping function
of two spectra. Assuming N frequency pairs {(f1s , f1t ), . . . ,
t
s
)} denoting the boundaries for source and target fre, fN
(fN
quency segments are given, the warping functions can be expressed as, {W (f ), . . . , WN (f )}.
The sequence of frequency pairs is rephrasing the significant frequency points of spectra, which is aligned by a certain
method. The accuracy of warping function greatly relies on the
precision of finding these frequency pairs. In the following subsections, we will introduce two frequency warping methods as
our baselines.
2.1. Dynamic frequency warping
Dynamic frequency warping (DFW), which is known as the
most important method in frequency warping based voice conversion, was first introduced in [12].
The algorithm of DFW could be summarized by following
steps. First, given a pair of spectra, the log-magnitude spectra
of source and target can be treated as two frequency sequences
and the distance matrix will be calculated. Second, by applying the dynamic time warping [20] on frequency sequences, the
s
t
frequency pairs, {(f1s , f1t ), . . . , (fN
, fN
)}, will be aligned by
minimizing the spectral distance. The dynamic spectral feature [21], which depicts the spectral variation, was also used for
the distance matrix calculation. This could reduce the impact
of spectral tilt efficiently. Then, the optimal warping function
could be determined based on the aligned frequency pairs, with
a constraint of |(fns − fnt )| < 1500Hz to prevent very large
warping factor.
Operating directly on high-dimensional spectral envelope,
DFW leads to a large number of frequency segments, which
could improve the flexibility of FW function and efficiently
decrease the distortion between converted and target spectra.
However, the frequency pairs are chosen by minimizing the
spectral distance ignoring spectral formants and valleys. This

will decrease the accuracy of FW function and the quality of
converted speech.
2.2. Automatic mapping of formants
In this subsection, we briefly summarize the automatic mapping
of formants (AMF) FW method, proposed in [15]. Similar to
DFW, AMF also aims to obtain an optimal piecewise linear FW
function by minimizing the spectral distance. The difference
is AMF operates on formant frequency pairs. Since formant
locations could be easily calculated by LPC coefficients [22,
23], which in turn could be represented by LSF, we use LSF
features in our implementation to calculate the corresponding
formant locations.
First, given two LSF vectors representing the source and
target spectral envelope, the poles of LPC (formants) are computed from the LSF features and stored in ascending order. Second, these formant frequencies of source and target spectra are
treated as two frequency sequences. Then, similar to DFW,
the spectral distances of different warping paths are calculated
based on the formant frequency sequences. The optimal FW
function is defined by the warping path with the lowest spectral
distance. Specifically, the derivative of the spectrum is included
in the spectral distance calculation to decrease the influence of
spectral tilt in warping path optimization. For details of the algorithm, please find in [24].
Comparing to DFW, AMF is able to obtain a more precise
FW function by using formants, due to the high correlation between source and target spectra [15]. However, the AMF algorithm highly depends on the accuracy of formant estimation.
The method operates on low-dimensional feature (LSF), which
dismisses the spectral details during the FW function training,
is another drawback of AMF.

3. Correlation-based frequency warping
To overcome the drawbacks caused by DFW and AMF, we propose to use correlation-based frequency warping (CFW). Different to DFW and AMF algorithms, the optimal warping path
of CFW is achieved by maximizing the correlation. During the
warping process, the spectra are split into segments. Then, the
optimization problem could be solved by modifying the segment length to maximize the segment correlation.
Given two spectral envelopes, they are divided into
equal number of segments. The boundaries of which is
written as {(pbs,1 , pes,1 ), . . . , (pbs,N , pes,N )} for source and
{(pbt,1 , pet,1 ), . . . , (pbt,N , pet,N )} for target. We note the ending
point of current segment is the starting point of the following
segment. The length of the nth source and target segments were
defined as ls,n and lt,n , respectively.
During the warping process, the target segment boundaries
are fixed, while the segments boundaries of source spectra will
be varied. This will compensate the inaccuracy of boundary
estimation efficiently. For each source segment, we always fix
one segment point and the shift range of the other boundary
point is defined by h. h is fixed for all the segments and should
be smaller than segment length [18].
With segment boundaries of the source and target paired
spectral envelopes, the correlation-based frequency warping can
be performed through a backward step and a tracking step.
- Backward step: The backward step will be illustrated by an
example. Figure 2 shows a pair of target and source spectral envelopes, with the segment number and the boundary
shift set to 4 and 1 respectively. The process starts from the
last (4th ) segment. Fixing the ending point of last segment
of the source spectral envelope, the starting point varies from

ps,4 − 1 to ps,4 + 1. Then ps,4 − 1, ps,4 and ps,4 + 1 are
the possible ending points for the 3rd segment. As the ending
points increase, the starting point of 3rd segment extends to
a wider range, from ps,3 − 2 to ps,3 + 2, as shown in the figure. Since the position of the starting point is fixed, and the
segment length is constraint from l − 1 to l + 1, where l is the
predetermined length of the first segment, the ending point
for the first segment can vary only from ps,2 − 1 to ps,2 + 1
instead a wider range. In other words, the possible starting
and ending points of the (n − 1)th segment will vary according to the segment boundaries of the (n)th , (n + 1)th , ...
segment. The constraint on segment length is always applied.
Each starting and ending point pair defines a possible segment. We perform linear interpolation to make the sourcetarget segments have the same length, and sn and tn denote the (n)th segment of source and target. Correlation
coefficient between
sn and tn is calculated by γ(sn , tn ) =
p
cov(sn , tn )/ var(sn ) · var(tn ), where cov(sn , tn ) denotes
the covariance between sn and tn ; var denotes the variance.
In segment warping step, the cumulative correlation for each
path will be saved at the starting point. Since the starting
points of different paths may overlap, we only store the maximum correlation. The procedure continues until is finished
all the correlation calculation of possible start points of segments.
- Tracking step: When all the correlation of segments are calculated, the segment wise optimal solution are defined. The
path with maximum cumulative correlation is selected as
the optimal solution. Simultaneously, the segment boundary
points are also determined by the path. Note that, the first
point and the last point of each source spectrum are fixed.
Thus the invalid paths will be removed.
Obviously, the accuracy of CFW is affected by the segment
boundaries and shift. In this work, the LSF features are used
to define segments boundaries of source and target spectra. It
is useful to control the number of formants and valleys in each
segment. The shift is defined by the minimum length of the
segments, which will compensate the imprecision problem of
LSFs and lead to a FW function with higher accuracy.
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Figure 2: An example of the procedure of correlation-base frequency warping. Figure (a) is the target spectral envelope and
predetermined boundaries. Figure (b) depicts the source spectral envelope and the range of segment boundaries.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Acoustic database
The VOICES database [25] was used in our experiments. Four
speakers were selected from this database: two male speakers,
jal and jcs, and two female speakers, leb and sll. The evaluations were conducted on intra-gender, jal to jcs, and leb to
sll, and inter-gender, jal to sll and leb to jcs. For each pair, 20

parallel sentences were selected as training set, and another 20
sentences which were not included in the training set were used
for test set.
The speech signals were downsampled to 16 kHz.
STRAIGHT [26] was used as the vocoder of our experiments. An 513-dimensional spectral envelope was extracted,
then it was represented by LSFs and mel-generalized coefficient (MGC) with the dimension of 14 and 24 respectively. The
MGCs were used for source and target frame alignment and
objective evaluation; LSFs were used for JD-GMM modeling
and classification; and 513-dimensional spectral envelopes were
used for conversion. For training of FW functions, LSFs and
high-dimensional spectral envelope were used in different FW
methods, and will be described in the next subsection.
4.2. Baseline methods and settings
Two baseline methods were used in our evaluation experiments.
As JD-GMM has been compared with frequency warping based
method in [15], [16], frequency warping methods achieved better performance than JD-GMM, and the focus of this paper is
the warping function, thus the classic JD-GMM is not used as a
baseline system.
• DFW: The frequency warping functions were calculated by
Dynamic Frequency Warping (DFW) [12]. Dynamic spectral feature was used for distance matrix calculation. According to the results of our preliminary experiments, we set the
weight as 0.2 and 0.8 for distance matrix of spectral feature
and dynamic spectral feature respectively. DFW was applied
on the feature of 513-dimensional spectral envelope.
• AMF: For the automatic mapping of formants (AMF)
method, we used the same setting as [15].
• CFW (proposed): The correlation-based frequency warping
(CFW) was used for the calculation of FW functions on 513dimensional spectral envelope. Since the warping function
was calculated on the mean spectral envelope of each acoustic classes, the segment length and shift were automatically
determined by the correspond LSF feature pair, as illustrated
in Section 3.
FW methods generally modify the frequency axis of source
spectra, while the relative amplitude still remains. In order to
minimize the error between the converted and target signals,
amplitude scaling (AS) function was used. For evaluating the
performance of different frequency alignment, all the experiments with AS shared the same AS function, mentioned in [16].
The efficiency of AS function is related to FW function, it will
be improved by high accuracy FW function.
The idea of weighted frequency warping [15] method was
used in this work. According to the results of our preliminary
experiments, in our database, the optimal Gaussian components
number for AMF method was eight; while for DFW and CFW,
the optimal number of Gaussian components was 32.
In objective experiment, two conditions were evaluated:
with and without AS. Similar to [15], in this work, only voiced
frames were transformed and assessed. F0 is converted by normalising the mean and variance of the source speaker to match
that of the target speaker in log-scale.
4.3. Objective evaluation
The mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) measured between converted and target spectrum, was used as the objective evaluation. TheqMCD for kth frame was calculated as: MCD[dB] =
P
conv
conv 2
10/ln10 2 24
i=1 (ci,k − ci,k ) , where ci,k and ci,k indicated the ith target and converted MGC in frame k, respectively.

The average MCD over all evaluation pairs was reported. A
lower MCD indicates smaller distortion.
Table 1 shows the results of different frequency warping
methods with and without AS. Obviously, among the results
without AS applied, DFW, which minimizes the spectral distance directly, gives the lowest spectral distortion (6.46 dB).
However, as the physical meaning of the spectral shape is ignored, the resulted speech quality might not as good as other
methods. AMF obtains the MCD at 6.79 dB, which is higher
than that of CFW (6.71 dB). The results indicate that AMF is
less accurate than CFW. This maybe due to the fact that AMF
uses formants for warping function calculation, without considering the spectral shape.

the quality test. However, AMF+AS is affected by the accuracy
of formant estimation and AMF method does not consider that
spectral shape information in estimating the warping function.
This explains why AMF+AS has a lower preference score in the
similarity test.
Table 2: Results of average quality and similarity preference
tests with 95% confidence intervals for different methods.

Table 1: Comparison of spectral distortion of different methods.

4.5. Discussion
The upper part of figure 3 presents the examples of spectral envelopes converted by CFW and the two baseline methods without AS function. It is obvious that the DFW result is closest to
the target spectral envelope. However, DFW tries to minimize
the spectral distance between the converted and the target without considering the spectral envelope. For example, in the frequency band between 2000Hz to 3000Hz, the converted spectral
of DFW is almost a straight line; the spectral peak vanishes. On
the other hand, the spectral envelope converted by AMF method
could keep more spectral details. However, due to the inaccurate formant estimation, there is still some mismatch between
the peak locations of converted and target spectrum. The converted result of CFW method is most correlated to the target.

method
DFW+AS
AMF+AS
CFW+AS

MCD (dB)
5.85
5.95
5.60

After AS, CFW+AS achieves the lowest MCD (5.60 dB),
which is 0.25 dB and 0.35 dB lower than that of DFW+AS and
AMF+AS methods, respectively. The result of DFW+AS has
very limited compensation by AS method. The MCD decreases
0.61 dB. While the MCD of AMF+AS decreases a lot, achieving at 5.95 dB. The AS improves CFW result significantly, the
gap of MCD is 1.11 dB. This is because the spectral shape is
considered in CFW. After warping, a high correlation achieves
between warped and target spectral envelope, which improve
the effectiveness of AS function and the performance of VC.
4.4. Subjective evaluation
Listening tests were conducted to assess speech quality and
speaker similarity of the proposed methods. Here AS was always used with one of the three methods, since AS has been
found to be useful for enhancing speech quality [16]. 20 utterances of each speaker pair were converted for evaluation. Thus,
the evaluation dataset contains 80 converted utterances for each
method. Ten subjects participated in all the listening tests.
We first performed AB preference test to assess speech
quality. 20 pairs were randomly selected from the 80 paired
samples. In each pair, A and B were the samples from the
proposed CFW+AS and DFW+AS/AMF+AS, respectively, in a
random order. Each listener was asked to listen to both samples
and then decide which sample is better in term of naturalness.
We then conducted an XAB test to assess the speaker similarity. In the test, similar to the AB preference test above,
20 pairs were randomly selected from the 80 paired samples.
In each pair, X was the reference target sample, A and B
were the converted samples of the proposed CFW+AS and
DFW+AS/AMF+AS, respectively, in a random order. Note that
X, A and B have the same language content. The listeners were
asked to listen to the sample X first and then A and B, after that,
they were asked to decide which sample is more closed to the
reference target sample.
Table 2 shows the average quality and similarity results
with 95% confidence intervals. In quality tests, our proposed
method achieves 78.5% preference against DFW+AS and obtain the similar performance with AMF+AS. In similarity test,
our proposed method gets higher preference score than the baseline methods. Since DFW method ignores the physical properties of spectral, both the quality and similarity preference scores
of DFW+AS is much lower than that of our proposed method.
AMF+AS and CFW+AS, both consider the physical properties
of spectrum. It is expected that they have similar preference in
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Figure 3: Illustration of spectral envelope converted by different
frequency warping methods before and after AS function.
The bottom of figure 3 shows the results after AS function.
Due to the accurate FW function, the converted result of CFW
method is improved by AS in both distance and details. AS
function also works well on the result of AMF method. However, in some parts where the FW function of AMF is not precise, such as the peak between 2500 Hz to 2800 Hz, the AS
function is less effective. Because the FW function of DFW
method loses lots of details, compare to other two methods, the
effectiveness of AS function is significantly decreased.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a correlation-based FW method for
voice conversion. Comparing to conventional FW methods, by
using correlation to optimize the warping path, CFW+AS obtains more accurate FW functions. Moreover, CFW also improves the effectiveness of AS function. By allowing a soft decision on frequency axis segmentation, CFW is found to be robust to inaccurate formant estimation. The experimental results
indicate that, comparing to the baseline methods, our proposed
method improves both quality and speaker identity of converted
speech effectively.
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